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In the course of the past 10 years we have developed a process
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sent state of development'can be understood from Fig. 1; it shows
a cut through the separation nozzle system. Its extension at right
angles to the plane is arbitrarily adjustable. A mixture of about
5 mole% UF

and 95 mole% He is expanded through a slit-shaped nozzle.
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The bandshaped supersonic jet is deflected through 180 0 by a curved
wall and subsequently divided, by means of a knife edge, into two
fractions which are pumped off separately. The deflection of the jet
by the curved wall results in a partial spatial separation of the
components, the gas moving close to the deflecting wall becoming
238
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The helium admixture increases thc velocity of UF 6 , thereby improving
the separation effect.
The optimal inlet pressure of the feed gas is inversely proportional
~f

to the characteristic dimensions
e.g. the width of the nozzle

the separation nozzle system,

slit~ Ashigh~nlet

desirable for economic reasons,

inexpensiv~

pressure is

mass-fabrication of

nozzle systems with small characteristic dimensions is a key problem
of the separation nozzle process.
Fig. 2 shows the cross section of aseparation nozzle system
currently in use. The diameter of the deflecting groove is 0.2 mm,
the width of the nozzle slit is 0.03 mm.
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In the upper left corner of Fig. 3 t theelementary separation
effect t tAt of the uranium isotopes obtained with the system
shown in Fig. 2 is plotted against the inlet pressure, Po' of the
UF 6 /He mixture. A maximum value of eA = 1,3 % occurs at 600 ~~ Hg.
The lower left corner of Fig. 3 shows thepressure dependence of
the so-called UF 6 -cut. In the case under consideration the cut
corresponding to the maximum of eA turns out to be 17 %.
The right side of Fig. 3 shows the elementary separation effect and
the UFS-cut depending on the expansion ratio t Po/PM. With an expansion ratio of 8, EA is as high as 2 %. In practical applications t
however t a lower value of the expansion ratio and a correspondingly
lower value of the elementary separation effect is optimal.
When mUltiplying the elementary separation effect in a cascade system
the UFS-cut'~UF ' has to be fixed according to the weIl known nonmixing condition~ For the separation nozzle process a UF6-~ut of
1/3 seems to be optimal. This corresponds to a cascade in which
the light fraction of each stage is fed-to the stage twostages
above. Table 1 summarizes the working conditions and the results
forttUF = 1/3, considered as present standard.
6

Diameter of deflecting groove (mm)

0.2

Width of nozzle at throat

0.03

(rnm)

Inlet pressure,po' (mm Hg)

600

Internal expansion ratio Po/PM
UF 6 -cut t ~UF

1/3

6

Element. separ. effect t

eA .l0 2

1.18

g-mole UF 6 /h
UF 6 -throughput t - - - - - - - - - - - - - m slit length

27

Table 1: Worklng conditions and results for~UF

6

= 1/3.

- 3 At present, in eooperation with industry, we are developing the
teehnieal andeeonomieal details of a demonstration plant on the
basis of the data given in Table 1. The purpose of this study is
to aid in the evaluation of the eeonomie aspeets of the separation
nozzle proeess. It should be emphasized that there are at present
no definite plans for the eonstruetion of such a plant.
Fig. 4 shows the general seheme of the plant. The produet and waste
eoneentrations are fixed to 3.0 and 0.2? % U235 , respeetively.
Two stage centrifugal blovlers wi th intermediate and final eooling
are provided for the reeompression of the gas. Assuming that an
internal reeompression of 25 % may be aeeomplished inside the
separating elements by properly utilizing the kinetic energy of
the jet, the eompression ratio of the blowers was assumed to be 3.
As the highest partial pressure of UF S in the separation stages
is only 30 mm Hg, no eondensation problems would oceur when working
at room temperature. However, to ensure an eeonomie operation of
the eooling towers, the suetion temperature was raised to 35 0 C.
Suetion capaeities of 1.10 5 m3 /h and 3,4.10 4 m3 /h are assigned for
the basic and the smaller stages, respeetively. The isothermal
effieiency of the blowers ineluding motor drive was assumed to be
70 %. The plant eonsists of 335 large and 235 small stages. With a
easeade effieieney of 95 % and 90 % on-stream time, the annual net
separative workcapacity of the plant would be SOO,OOO kgU
(i.e. 600,000 S\-lU). This corresponds to about 1/10 of the published
figure for the capacity of one Ameriean diffusion plant 2 ). The net
output of the demonstration plant would be 158.10 3 kg uranium per
year with 3 % U235 • I~ would need 920.10 3 kg of natural uranium pe~
year as feed.
One of the larger stages of ~he plant under eonsideration is being
eonstrueted by industry. The stage will be ready for testing at
the end of the next year. It will eontain 100 tube-shaped separating
elements 2 m in length. One of these tubes is shown sehematieally
in Fig. 5. Eaeh tube has ten separating slits on its eireumferenee.
The slits are fed with the He/UrS mixture via half the gas ehannels
inside the tube. The rest of the ehannels leads off the heavy

- 4- fractions, while the light fractions enter into the casing
surrounding the separating elements. Fig. 6 shows a section of
a laboratory type tube employing 4- separating slits. It works
with full efficiency at an inlet pressure of 160 mm Hg.
Fig. 7 gives a

schematic representation

of the separating stage

as a whole. The tank containing the 100 separating elements has a
diameter of 2 m. It is connected with the compressor and its
integrated cooling system via an intermediate section. In this
section the feed gas is distributed to the separating elements
and the recompressed gas i5 led off to the next stage.
At the top of the tank the heavy fractions of the separating
elements are collected to be fed to the preceding stage. At the
same time the heavy fraction coming from a higher stage is introduced
into the tank to be mixed

with the

light fraction coming from the

separating elements.,
As a consequence of the high sonic velocity of the He/UF 6 -mixture,
the compressor and its motor drive can be kept relatively small
and thus are easily integrated into the separating stage. As a
whole,the stage appears as an upright cylindrical unit, 7 m
total height. Its expected

~n

output is 1700 SWU/year. For mass

production the price of the large stage, including piping and
assembly, was precalculated to be

Z

95,OOO.The price of the smaller

stage, one third the size cf thelarge stage, was assumed to be
one half of this sum. The following estimation of the total investment costs of the demonstration plant can therefore be made (Table2).
335 large stages

32 Hillion Z

235 small stages

" .,

11

"

4-

n

3

11

9

"

Plant building incl. basement, space ~or support
facilities, and 'utilities, 70 x 200 m , total
height basement to roof 14- m; (75 Z/m 3 )

"
"
"

15

11

11

Total investment incl. assembly

74- I'1illion ß

.L.L

External cooling system
He recovery and UF

S purification

Energy distribution and instrumentation

Table 2:

Estimation of the investment costs of the demonstration
plant (excluding power station).

- 5 With a net output of 600,000 SWU/a~ the speeifie investment
of the separation nozzle demonstration plant turns out to be
123 Z/SvlU/a
This value eorresponds within the limit of error to the value
published for the Ameriean diffusion plants whieh are ten times
larger. Aeeording to the studies of Frejaeques and Galley3), as
weil as of M~rtensson4), the investment eosts of a diffusion plant
with the eapaeity of the projeeted separation nozzle demonstration
plant would be higher by at least a faetor three.
Table 3 shows the eleetrie power requirements:
335 large stages at·1.22 Mv;
235 small stages at 0.41 M~-J
Auxiliary equipment

=
=
=

Total net output of the required
power station

=

Table: 3:

408

MW

97

Hw

15

t1~v

520

Eleetrie power requirements of the demonstration plant.

The eorresponding speeifie energy eonsumption of
6850 kwh/SWU
turns out to be still higher by a faetor of 2.2 as eornpared with
the eorrespönding published figure for the Ameriean plants working
under full 10ad 2 ). To meet the speeifie energy eonsumption of the
diffusion proeess, the elementary separation effeet of the nozzle
proeess has to be raised by a faetor of 1.5, whieh appears to be
within the range of physieal possibilities.
Aseparation nozzle plant is expeeted to have an equilibrium time
about 100 times smaller than that of a eomparable diffusion plant
mainly as a eonsequenee of the higher elementary separation effeet
and the higher sonie veloeity of the proeess gas. This offers the
possibility of temporarily shutting down the operation without loss,
thereby providing a means to affeet favourably the power eosts.

- 6 -

In addition the smaller number of separation stages and the
avoidance of porous membranes should result in lower personnel
and maintenance costs. Since relatively low specific investment
costs can be attained with relatively small plants, the separative
work capacity can be economically adapted to growing needs.
In conclusion, we believe that the separation nozzle process
holds considerable promise to become an alternative to the
classical diffusion process. A deeper understanding of the separation mechanism will undoubtedly result in further economic
improvements.
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Fig. 1: Cross section of the separation nozzle arrangementwith a schematic representation cf the streamlines.

Fig. 2: Photograph of the separation nozzle system as used for
experiments shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 6: Laboratory type separating element with 4 separating slits.

CA

=

nM ( 7- nK) _ 7
nK (7 - nM)

nM,nK = mole fractions ofthe light uranium isotope
in the light and heavy fractions of UF6
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Effect of the inlet pressure Po and of the expansion
ratio Po/PM on the elementary separation effect CA
and on the cut of the UF 6 -gas, ~UF •
Separation system as shown in Fig. 6 2; He/UF 6 -mixture
containing 5 mole % UF 6 •
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- Fig. 7: Scheme of a complete separating stage of the demonstration
plant under consideration.

